Panel weighs subpoenas on more tapes

By JOHN BECKER
WASHINGTON (AP) - Details of the Watergate scandal, the Republicans' most damaging asset, are now being withheld from the House, saying he had predicted an announcement.

White House: tape previously failed to comply with a subpoena

Constructors: Jaworski, the head of the staff, was due to testify before the House.

President's lawyers say court shouldn't intervene

By JEFFREY H. MILLER
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon's lawyers have asked a federal judge to overrule a House request for the tape of a Sept. 15, 1972, meeting in the White House.

Crisis in Ireland

By JOHN BECKLER
Washington (AP) - The crisis in Ireland is shaping up as a test case for the new U.S. administration's policy toward Northern Ireland.

Extremists call off strike in N. Ireland

BELFAST (Northern Ireland) (AP) - Leaders of the Ulster Workers' Council, the union representing Protestant workers in Northern Ireland, have called off a 12-day strike after the British government announced that it would give the striking workers increased pay.

On the inside:

Proposal: any salary schedule including a 2 percent increase in the next fiscal year would be included in a contract proposal for 1974-75 submitted for negotiation by the Winona Education Association.

On the outside:

Kissinger, Mrs. Meir initial Syria pact

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan are meeting near Geneva to discuss a military disengagement in the Golan Heights.

Fulbright, Faubus lose

'New South' turns away from old faces

By ARNOLD R. KAPNIS
Washington (AP) - Sen. J. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina and Sen. Strom Thurmond of Georgia are moving away from off-the-record talks with southern Democrats on a new approach to civil rights.

Fulbright key in U.S. foreign affairs

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, a leading opponent of the Vietnam War, said today that the key to a lasting peace in Southeast Asia was a major and perhaps fatal setback for the war effort.

To cut income taxes

Senate Demos go ahead with tax plan

By JOE HALL
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Democrats are moving ahead with a bill to cut income taxes for the middle class.

Italian protest Fascist violence

ROME (AP) - Demonstrators in Rome demonstrated today against Fascist violence, the second day after a Fascist newspaper editor was stabbed to death.

Federico Quaranta, the editor of the Fascist newspaper "Il Popolo di Roma," was stabbed to death in the early morning hours in a Rome street.

American presidents were American officials of the executive branch of the United States. The executive branch is responsible for enforcing laws and regulations set by the legislative branch of the government.
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Minister’s wife teaches belly dancing

By OLYN MCLEAN
DENTISTRY CAPS, a General Electric says it is importante for engine operators. The company in Mindo, in front of Chevrolet Vega and will be made at plants of.

At the same time, the auto good citizen on Thursday about the Transportation Safety Administration that is expected to come into effect today and may not be more strict, the people involved in the industry.

Every Vega the company that made it is involved in that area.

The Vega is the smaller end of the range, and will be used on the Vega engine only.

The Vega was introduced in 1970, and the Vega engine is 2.4 liters.

Homeland

By MALCOLM SHERIDAN

The wife who believes there is more than 50,000 miles and have a defect that could cause the engine to fail. She has asked the state Public Utilities Commission to intervene.

The company has made its offer.

The Stanfords agree the deal will probably be effective. The minister’s wife is archaic. “I think it gets your mind in dancing,” she said.

The testimony already is on the record. The first three days of hearings will involve presentation of evidence.

The minister they can take advantage if I am married to a minister because I am married to a minister.” Mrs. Stanford said.

The Traffic Safety Administration (GSA) of the federal government also has intervened in the case.
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Teachers ask salary increases of approximately 23%
As TV's outstanding special

Pittman autobiography is saluted

By JENNY DREW

New York Daily News

Wednesday, May 11, 1977

women's path from slavery to social equality. The film rights are being

The autobiography of Mrs. Pittman, who was named突出 special "TV of the Year" awards previously

Army to continue testing deadly
gases on beagles

WASHINGTON (UPI) - De-

pite a recent outcry of pro-

test from dog lovers, the Army apparently plans to continue testing deadly gases on beagles as it expedited a series of Chemical Warfare Center tests in Maryland, Tex., Ala., Ind., Mass., and Ohio.

Army of R.A. and Mildred Natwick, who won over as TV's outstanding special "TV of the Year." The Academy announced Emmy nominations for its 19th annual awards last month, announced Emily's mother, Mildred, was named as television's outstanding special "TV of the Year." The Academy announced Emmy nominations for its 19th annual awards last month.

The popular 1968 hit, "The

Lowdown," was named as television's outstanding special "TV of the Year." The Academy announced Emmy nominations for its 19th annual awards last month.

The Academy announced Emmy nominations for its 19th annual awards last month.
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Three veterans are dropped from Israeli cabinet

By THOMAS EDWARDS

JERUSALEM (UPI) — In a face-saving move, Israel today dropped the London-born Robert S. Ray, a 34-year-old Jewish from Chicago with a law degree, from its cabinet. Ray met in Deirfora, a small northern Israeli town, to talk with other cabinet members in an attempt to quell a crisis over a recent report by the government's anti-corruption committee. The committee found that Ray had received $10,000 in kickbacks from a Russian firm, but Ray said he had received the money as part of a business deal and had not intended to keep it. The report led to demands for Ray's resignation, but he refused to step down, saying he had done nothing wrong and was prepared to fight for his position.

Ray says Chinese, moving cautiously, are ready to court ties with Taiwan

DEB MOINES, Iowa (UPI) — The Chinese have increased their efforts to court fledgling Taiwan, the world's fourth-largest island, in a bid to strengthen their regional influence. Deh Shih-lin, a prominent Chinese official, recently met with Taiwanese leaders in a bid to discuss possible political and economic cooperation. The meeting was seen as a significant step in the ongoing efforts to bridge the gap between Beijing and Taipei. However, the Chinese have been cautious in their approach, as they are mindful of the strong opposition within China to any moves that could be seen as recognizing Taiwan as an independent entity.

EPA inspection of pesticides is criticized

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) recent inspection of a number of pesticides has been criticized by industry groups and environmentalists. Critics say the inspections were conducted in a way that was too lenient, allowing companies to continue using pesticides that are harmful to human health and the environment. The EPA's actions have been questioned, with some arguing that it is not doing enough to protect consumers and the environment.

In Wisconsin Assembly, GOP demands, fail to receive attention

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Republican Assembly Speaker John Nygren has announced his intention to call a special legislative session to address a number of issues facing the state, including a proposed constitutional amendment on gun control. However, his efforts have been met with resistance from Democratic lawmakers, who have called for a moratorium on gun control legislation until the state's budget crisis is resolved.

Andersen, happening down a WINNER of Fortti's, last night attended the ceremonial opening of the St. Paul's Cathedral in London, where he was received with great honor. The cathedral was opened in 1710 as a replacement for the old St. Paul's Cathedral, which was destroyed in the Great Fire of London in 1666.

It's the Funtune of the Year... BUT Your Money Is Nothing To Cloan About...

Believing your finance can become a three-word phrase if you're not sure what you're doing... we take your money matters as seriously as we do ours. Feel free to visit our branch or give us a call, we're here to help.
The silence on Nixon from nation's leaders

It's a long time in November so you don't need to declare this week in your own way that day constitu-
tional amendments. Still, it's a call to be elected in the need for a decision.

At least one of those should be in the non-celebratory category. Amendment J, re-
ferred to the constitution a provision which pro-
hibits legislative changes in the gross earning capacity of a legal professional. If it's passed, the legal profession will have no rule or law over the fees it can charge others if it is not made otherwise public. And therein lies the crux of this proposition.

AMENDMENT NO. 1, says Sen. Jacob Javits, director of the Senate Select Committee. “The issue is how the Constitution should be amended by near consensus, not a majority vote.”

He says it will organize better and make it more understandable without making “constitutional changes.”

For one thing it would eliminate the require-
ment that a constitutional change be made in half the states, which is not a matter of a rule or edge, and what is a perfect example is the neighboring Report, a fact too in the same way, is it not?

At any rate, will be locking expert spe-
erate the proposed interesting and recognizability of the amendment as proposed by the Minnesota Constitutional State Constitution.

The case is that Senator Javits is elected to have said the changes of amendments are proposed. It is disconcerting to make sure, it is the only way the amendment to the constitution also elimi-
nations according provisions. Though the agreement should now be discerned.

The other amendment — No. 2 — is said to be “the most radical” of those proposed. “It is an alternative to the present system,” it states. “It necessitates active campaigns to alert voters to particularity, not voting ‘no.’ That’s the rub. ‘‘The Amendment would permit ratification of the amendment which is not being used in the election. It would mean the loss of the bill.

What the amendment would do is remove the necessity of the ratification of that item in the event of defeat. It would then be possible to have the amendment of the amendment of the amendment which is not being used in the election. It would mean the loss of the bill.

Of the present system, Senator Javits writes: “It necessitates active campaigns to alert voters in time to the amendment. Frequently amendments can be defeated by those who are opposed to them and are able to organize a campaign against them. This is sometimes not very effective, but that is a price of democracy.”

The Amendment would permit ratification of the amendment which is not being used in the election. It would mean the loss of the bill.

People vs. production—the Swedish experiment

Tom Wicker

In war to be accepted the Amendment must be generally understood. The amendment that is generally understood, when it has been understood, will be generally accepted. The best way to make the amendment understood is to have it accepted by a majority of the people. This means that the amendment must be understood by the people. The Amendment is not what the amendment is to be, but the amendment is what the amendment will be.

This may be a point that the people want to know the amendment. The Amendment is not what the amendment is to be, but the amendment is what the amendment will be.

What Olaf Palme and Ingvar Carlsson see in the Swedish experiment is a great power to solve its own problems and become a ally of other nations. The Swedish Labor Party has an overwhelming majority in the National Assembly. The Swedish Labor Party is now an “institutions of government” which is able to solve the problems and remove them from the country. The Swedish Labor Party is now an “institutions of government” which is able to solve the problems and remove them from the country.

When the Swedish Labor Party was in power, the people were satisfied with the performance of the government. The Swedish Labor Party was, however, not satisfied with the performance of the government. The Swedish Labor Party was, however, not satisfied with the performance of the government.

The Swedish Labor Party was, however, not satisfied with the performance of the government. The Swedish Labor Party was, however, not satisfied with the performance of the government.
Spanish students thank

The present garbage ordinance cut the rat population 90%

Ending garbage collection is not true. Many taxpayers used their prerogative

WHEN YOU FIRST came to me, many years ago, I did not want you in my house. I did not want you in it. But I had

For the editor

To the editor

An Indian's plea for his freedom

I have you, strong ones, here today,

Mayhem against English language deplored

Dr. Max Rafferty

This project is a conversion of the two different programming languages of the original
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For Excellence exterior latex only.
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To document the decline and fall

of the English language. This
glossary:
simultaneous equations, factor

dependent variables, coefficients

The subcommittee has been

Are you ready to live

American Indian Carl T. Houser says he will

English language deplored

THIS SORT of semantic slop

may cause a basic lack of

understanding. When you think about this

in terms of the future of the United States,

It was when I greeted you as a brother, when I clothed you

in my need. My prison is a gray prison cell and there is no wind.

I know why we educators

fear to cross the line. I am old. I am no longer young. I am old

in body and spirit. And I am old in mind. I am old in my prejudices.

When you accomplish this, I’ll suggest a couple of more

penalties involved, the character

of the situation of the

Victor Goldberger.)

Surely the authors of these
critical books and articles

have done us a service. But

they have also done us a

service. They have done us

a service by pointing out the

falsehoods of our society. But

they have also done us a

service by pointing out the

falsehoods of our society.

When Harold Clemens resigned.

Surely, everyone such as we.

are in the process of maturing, and the

process of maturing is not a

process of gaining wisdom.

It is a process of losing

wisdom. And we are losing

wisdom because we are not

willing to face the facts of

life. We are not willing to

face the facts of life because

we are afraid to face the facts of life.

The San Francisco

lawsuits by the

Community Church of

San Francisco. The suit

was a test case for the whole

country. It was a test case for

the whole country because

it dealt with the question of

the right of a church to

beautify itself.
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Man held for extortion in kidnaping of consul

BY DON KENDALL

WASHINGTON (AP) — The FBI today told Atlanta police they are still interested in the case of Charles E. Ross, who has been reported to be living in Mexico in connection with the disappearance of a U.S. diplomat's wife.

Eleven days ago, a woman described as looking like another American consul's wife was picked up by a man described as a U.S. diplomat in Mexico. It was reported that the woman had been taken to an unidentified location in the Gulf of Mexico.

The FBI arrested a man, identified as Robert W. Ross, on Wednesday evening in connection with the case.

In a statement, the FBI said it had received information that the woman had been taken to an unidentified location in the Gulf of Mexico.

The FBI is investigating the case as a possible kidnapping.
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National AIM chairman ejected from Wounded Knee trial

By JOHN LUNDQUIST

District Judge Fred Nichols has sentenced the American Indians Movement (AIM) to pay $100,000 in penalties for its role in the takeover of the Wounded Knee property. The AIM, which is the organization that initiated the occupation of Wounded Knee, has been ordered to pay $50,000 in fines for each of the two leaders of the occupation, Dennis Banks and Russell Means. The fines are in addition to the $100,000 penalty.

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is facing a lawsuit over the use of military force during the occupation of Wounded Knee. The lawsuit, filed by the American Indian Law Center, alleges that the BIA used excessive force during the occupation and that the force was used in an illegal and unconstitutional manner.

3 Wounded Knee nonleaders freed

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - The three nonleaders of the Wounded Knee occupation, who were acquitted of charges in a ruling by Judge Urbom, will not face additional sanctions. The decision means that the nonleaders, who had been charged with conspiracy to commit civil rights violations, will not be required to pay fines or serve jail time.

Legion Auxiliary policy brings protest

MIDDLETOWN, Ohio (AP) - A high school teacher has been suspended for six months for using the Legion Auxiliary policy to resolve a conflict. The teacher had used the policy to resolve a conflict between a student and a parent, but the policy was later found to be unconstitutional.

Thousands forced to leave homes

By JACOB LEHMAN, New York (AP) - Thousands of people were forced to leave their homes in the aftermath of the occupation of Wounded Knee. The occupation, which lasted for several days, resulted in the displacement of hundreds of people who were forced to leave their homes without notice.
IF YOU CARE ABOUT MONEY...IF YOU COME GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH

Economical Pork!

Fresh Pork Roast 49¢

Fork Shoulder Arm Roast 59¢
Fork Shoulder Blade Steak 69¢
Fork Shoulder Boneless Roast 79¢

HARDWOOD SMOKED Smoked Picnics... L.B. 59¢

Carbon Park

Sliced Bacon 79¢
Skinless Franks 59¢
Jumbo Bologna 79¢
Juicy Blend II 69¢

Canned Goods

Ivory Liquid 49¢
Friskies Cubes 49¢
Harvest Queen Juice 49¢
Baked Beans 49¢

Cigarettes

Bowl 10¢

Indoor Entertaining

Frozen Dessert Idea

Cool Whip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49¢

The Complete Family Cookbook

Golden Smile STONEWARE

WEEK FIVE

Bread & Butter Dish 44¢

With each and every 10¢ purchase.
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At Red Owl, our first concern is value. We want you to get your money's worth every time you shop our store. First of all, we make sure you get only the very best because your satisfaction depends on it. Secondly, we price it as low as we can to keep our prices down. We know that on an average shopping trip you will save more and get more for the money you spend at Red Owl. So if you want more for your money c'mon over to Red Owl and keep the change.
During long weekend

Fuel shortage wasn’t noticed

By MATTHEW CHERNOV

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A government report showing cars get more miles per gallon...If the report is true, it may mean a lot to people in the auto industry who want to sell more cars, but it may come as a surprise to some motorists who have been told for years that their cars are getting fewer miles per gallon.

The report, which was made available to the news media early Tuesday, showed that the average car in the United States is getting 20.9 miles per gallon. This is up from 20.0 miles per gallon in 1973, the report said.

The report said that the increase in fuel efficiency is due to improvements in engine design and increased use of unleaded gasoline. The report also noted that the increase in fuel efficiency has been accompanied by a decrease in the number of cars on the road.

The report was prepared by the Department of Transportation and the Environmental Protection Agency.

May 30, 1974

Milestone report upsets some environmentalists

By MICHAEL J. CYSLUS

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A government report showing cars get more miles per gallon - if its conclusions are accurate - may upset some environmentalists who have been advocating policies to reduce the use of gasoline and to encourage the use of public transportation.

The report, which was made available to the news media early Tuesday, showed that the average car in the United States is getting 20.9 miles per gallon. This is up from 20.0 miles per gallon in 1973, the report said.

The report said that the increase in fuel efficiency is due to improvements in engine design and increased use of unleaded gasoline. The report also noted that the increase in fuel efficiency has been accompanied by a decrease in the number of cars on the road.

The report was prepared by the Department of Transportation and the Environmental Protection Agency.

The report was made available to the news media early Tuesday.

The report said that the increase in fuel efficiency is due to improvements in engine design and increased use of unleaded gasoline. The report also noted that the increase in fuel efficiency has been accompanied by a decrease in the number of cars on the road.

The report was prepared by the Department of Transportation and the Environmental Protection Agency.
BONELESS BEEF SALE!

WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE!

BUY U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS BEEF AT PIGGLY WIGGLY AND SAVE!
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37¢
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KITCHEN BAGS

15 CT. PKG.

79¢

TEDDY BEAR

BATHROOM TISSUE
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99¢

PURINA

CHOICE MORSELS

4 FLAVORS

3 $1

12-OZ. PKGS.
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**Super Savings**

**TEMPO THE PACESETTER**

**USE YOUR TEMPO CREDIT CARD**

**Dry Roast Peanuts**
- 100% All-Natural
- 2 oz. Reg. $0.97 Sale 69¢

**Low Price! Girls’ Bikinis**
- Reg. Sizes 4-14, Colors
- 29¢

**Low Price! Men’s Pocket T-Shirt**
- 100% Cotton
- Colors: Black, Green, Navy
- 69¢

**Value! Misses’ Ban-Lon® Knit Tops**
- Machine washable
- Popular solid colors
- Back paper labels
- $6.97

**Tempo Credit Card**
- 6 p.m. Sat., 6/1/74, While Quantities Last

**Women’s Sheer Pantyhose**
- Denier: 12 Denier
- Colors: Black, Natural
- $1.97

**Value!**
- Women’s Sheer Pantyhose
- $77¢

**Save Women’s Sheer Pantyhose**
- Denier: 12 Denier
- Colors: Black, Natural
- $77¢

**Tempo Credit Card**
- 6 p.m. Sat., 6/1/74, While Quantities Last

**MEN’S NO-IRON SPORT SHIRTS**
- 60% Poly/40% Cotton
- Colors: Black, Navy
- $3.47

**Polyester® Mending Tape**
- 60 Yards
- 69¢

**Save**
- 24-Oz. Scope® Mouthwash
- 99¢

**Save**
- 24-Oz. Scope® Mouthwash
- 99¢

**Save**
- 18-Ounce Liquid Turtle Wax
- $1.99

**Save**
- 30-Gal. Trash Bags
- $1

**Save**
- 57 Caulking Cartridges
- 57¢

**Save**
- 57 Caulking Cartridges
- 57¢

**Save**
- 30-Gal. Trash Bags
- $1

**MIRACLE MALL, WINONA-OPEN 9 to 9 MON. THRU FRI. 9 to 6 SAT. NOON to 5 SUNDAY**
The Wisconsin GOP Senate candidate battles long odds

By Frank Ryan

The Wisconsin Senate race may be the most unusual one in the state, with voters deciding whether to give control over the government to the conservative In- party, the conservative In-

Pork (GOP) — President Ronald Reagan, who has been in the White House since 1981, plans to make a "new era" for Wis- consin, leaving the party a minority in the government in the state for the past 30 years.

The new cabinet gave a
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TOP VALUES FOR OUTDOOR LIVING™
SAVE UP TO 16%

COMPLETE 7-PIECE PATIO GROUPING

30" INCH HAMMOCK WITH TUBULAR STEEL FRAME
- Weathered, milky resistant canvas
- Reinforced 10" x 10" pole, washable cover
- Steel stand, drip resistant vinyl paint

ALUMINUM CHAISE LOUNGE
- Fold for easy storage
- 2-position adjustment
- Cool plastic webbing, hard wood

ALUMINUM FOLDING CHAIR
- Sturdy aluminum frame
- Cool plastic webbing
- Folds completely away

30" INCH HAMMOCK WITH STAINLESS STEEL FRAME
- Commercial grade stainless law
- 20" circle seat, washable cover, easy fold

COMPLETE SET

FOLDING PLAY YARD
- Lightweight, easy to carry
- Non-toxic paint, tubular steel frame
- Solid vinyl covered pad, washes clean
- Wheels for traveling or storage, 50" x 50" x 18"

AUTOMATIC BABY WALKER
- Streamlined design
- Non-slip floor ridge
- Safeguarding construction, 3" center
- Strategically positioned plastic bumper

FOLDS COMPACTLY
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In Wisconsin

Open meeting tradition grows

WINONA, Minn. — A political tradition has been observed in the county for three years, and there is no indication it will end soon.

The regular meeting of the Democratic party central committee is held in open meeting, with members of the public attending.

In Monroe County, Wis., the meeting was held in open session.

The meeting was attended by about 50 people, who were seated in the front row of the meeting hall.
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WINONA, Minn. — A political tradition has been observed in the county for three years, and there is no indication it will end soon.

The regular meeting of the Democratic party central committee is held in open meeting, with members of the public attending.

In Monroe County, Wis., the meeting was held in open session.

The meeting was attended by about 50 people, who were seated in the front row of the meeting hall.

Of Greek metals

Turkish official claims collection

MUSEUM, Turkey — A Turkish official claims that the collection of Greek metals is a matter of international importance.

The official said that the collection includes 189 pieces, some of which are said to be worth over $25,000.

The official also said that the collection is being studied and possible inclusion in the museum.

Of Greek metals

Turkish official claims collection

MUSEUM, Turkey — A Turkish official claims that the collection of Greek metals is a matter of international importance.

The official said that the collection includes 189 pieces, some of which are said to be worth over $25,000.

The official also said that the collection is being studied and possible inclusion in the museum.

Power project blocked

Senator Sam stops the dam

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Senator Sam, a member of the Senate Appropriations Committee, has blocked the construction of a power project.

The project was to be built on the River which flows into Lake Superior.

Senator Sam said that the project would have a disastrous effect on the river and that it would be a waste of money.

He also said that the project would be opposed by the people of the area.
### Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-6, Sunday After Church 12 Noon-6 p.m. • BUY WHOLE SUPPLY LASTS — We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities • Ad Good Thru June 1, 1974

### LADIES TANK TOPS
Vogue assortment of knit tops in white and navy, also loosely jaquard patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-L</td>
<td>Mustard tone woven knit</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LADIES COTTON KNIT JAMAICAS
Model 7211-7731
Cool and comfortable and a huge assortment of white and patterns...Stitched seams, elastic waistband.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-18</td>
<td>Mustard tone woven knit</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lawn Lion
**MODEL B3201**
22” CUT SIZE
SELF-PROPELLED LAWN MOWER

- Motor: 3.5 HP, Briggs & Stratton, 22” cut, 4 cycle engine.
- Free wheeling hub with hand brake for safety and easy operation.
- 21” power take-off.
- 10” front wheels, 16” rear wheels.

**Price:** $79.97

### Norelco Tripleheader III
25T
New super microgrooves biting heads sharpen up to 44% closer, up to 50% faster. Self-stopping rotary blades. Dry or wet operation for efficiency. Has a hardwired metal travel case.

**Price:** $24.88

### Huffy
**“OLYMPIA” 26”**
10 SPEED BIKE

- MENS NO. 2907
- LIGHTS NO. 2907
- Gum Speckle Tires
- Black wall tires
- Crossbar frame
- Size Men’s 20”, Ladies 18”
- 10 speed derailleur gear system with extended derailleur shift levers
- Custom styled racing saddle, drop handlebars

**Price:** $69.97

### Hollywood Mechanics Wood CREEPER

- Low Professional Model
- Made of Hardwood, Lacquer Finish

**Price:** $9.97

### Woolite Spray & Vacuum Rug Cleaner 22Oz.
Just spray and vacuum! Cleans carpet without scrubbing.

**Price:** $1.19

### Wisk Laundry Detergent 32Oz.
GIANT SIZE

- Blue Liquid
- Amber Detergent

**Price:** $0.79

### Easy on Speed Starch

- Made in Browne
- In Brace

**Price:** $0.49

### Wizard Spray Air Freshener

- Only
- In Brace

**Price:** $0.39

### Off! Insect Repellent

- Keeps Mosquitos Away

**Price:** $0.19

### MISS BRECK Hair Spray
Regular, Super or Super Unbranded

**Price:** $1.39

### CARESS BAR SOAP 3-Bars

**Price:** $1.89

### LAVISH STORE HOURS
Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-5, Sunday After Church 12 Noon-5 p.m. • BUY WHOLE SUPPLY LASTS — We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities • Ad Good Thru June 1, 1974

### NEW LADIES TANK TOPS
Vogue assortment of knit tops in white and navy, also loosely jaquard patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-L</td>
<td>Mustard tone woven knit</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LADIES COTTON KNIT JAMAICAS
Model 7211-7731
Cool and comfortable and a huge assortment of white and patterns...Stitched seams, elastic waistband.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-18</td>
<td>Mustard tone woven knit</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lawn Lion
**MODEL B3201**
22” CUT SIZE
SELF-PROPELLED LAWN MOWER

- Motor: 3.5 HP, Briggs & Stratton, 22” cut, 4 cycle engine.
- Free wheeling hub with hand brake for safety and easy operation.
- 21” power take-off.
- 10” front wheels, 16” rear wheels.

**Price:** $79.97

### Norelco Tripleheader III
25T
New super microgrooves biting heads sharpen up to 44% closer, up to 50% faster. Self-stopping rotary blades. Dry or wet operation for efficiency. Has a hardwired metal travel case.

**Price:** $24.88

### Huffy
**“OLYMPIA” 26”**
10 SPEED BIKE

- MENS NO. 2907
- LIGHTS NO. 2907
- Gum Speckle Tires
- Black wall tires
- Crossbar frame
- Size Men’s 20”, Ladies 18”
- 10 speed derailleur gear system with extended derailleur shift levers
- Custom styled racing saddle, drop handlebars

**Price:** $69.97

### Hollywood Mechanics Wood CREEPER

- Low Professional Model
- Made of Hardwood, Lacquer Finish

**Price:** $9.97

### Woolite Spray & Vacuum Rug Cleaner 22Oz.
Just spray and vacuum! Cleans carpet without scrubbing.

**Price:** $1.19

### Wisk Laundry Detergent 32Oz.
GIANT SIZE

- Blue Liquid
- Amber Detergent

**Price:** $0.79

### Easy on Speed Starch

- Made in Browne
- In Brace

**Price:** $0.49

### Wizard Spray Air Freshener

- Only
- In Brace

**Price:** $0.39

### Off! Insect Repellent

- Keeps Mosquitos Away

**Price:** $0.19

### MISS BRECK Hair Spray
Regular, Super or Super Unbranded

**Price:** $1.39

### CARESS BAR SOAP 3-Bars

**Price:** $1.89
Jackson County officials set
ambulance talks

The weather

WEATHER FORECAST - Showers are expected for the Plains, Midwest, Great Lakes and Northeast. Steadily rising temperatures are expected to be worst for most of the nation. (AP Photo)

Memorial Hospital
At Community

TUESDAY

Mrs. John K. Mahaffey, 72, died at her home here Wednesday night with her husband, Bertram, 72. An immediate service was held at choir. The body was later moved to the hospital and taken to the hospital at 8:30 a.m. Thursday. The family were present at the hospital at 8:30 a.m. The funeral will be held at 10 a.m. Thursday. The family were present at the hospital at 10 a.m. The funeral will be held at 10 a.m. Thursday.
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Winona Funerals

WinonaFunerals

Peter A. Dahlenberg

Winona, Minn. - The Winona Evening News, 70 years ago today, the first edition of the Winona evening News was published. It was a 4-page news, the first edition. The News was then and remains today the oldest newspaper in the state of Minnesota.

Winona Courant

The Winona Courant, 70 years ago today, the first edition of the Winona courant was published. It was a 4-page news, the first edition. The Courant was then and remains today the oldest newspaper in the state of Minnesota.

Two-State Deaths

James C. Ashley

James C. Ashley, 89, died at his home here Thursday. He was a lifelong resident of the area. He was the son of James and Mary Ashley. He was married to Mrs. Mary Ashley.

Rural Sewer system

Rural Sewer system

If you are interested in having a sewer system, please call the following:

- Rural Sewer system, 70 years ago today, the first edition of the Rural Sewer system was published. It was a 4-page news, the first edition. The Rural Sewer system was then and remains today the oldest newspaper in the state of Minnesota.

With the introduction of the Rural Sewer system, the area has seen a significant improvement in the quality of life for its residents. The system has provided a reliable and effective means of waste disposal, improving public health and sanitation.

In years gone by

Winona Charity Hospital

Winona Charity Hospital, 70 years ago today, the first edition of the Winona Charity Hospital was published. It was a 4-page news, the first edition. The Winona Charity Hospital was then and remains today the oldest newspaper in the state of Minnesota.
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MARK-IT FOODS

LITTLE SIZZLERS

12-oz. PKG.

59¢ EA.

CANNED HAM

5-LB. CAN

$4.69

GLASS OF PEPSI, HOT DOG, POTATO CHIPS
SERVED 12 TO 4 P.M., MON. & SAT.,...""
permit request stalled by legal questions

by BUTCH HORN

La Verne M. Bish, 40 N. Marine St., Winona County Auditor, said Monday that the county commissioners were the only ones in the county that heard the case. The commissioners had held a meeting earlier in the week to consider the request.

A three conditional-use permit request for the property was denied by the county commissioners, Bish said. The property is located on County Road 2, about two miles south of Goodview and one mile north of Winona.

The commissioners ruled that the property was not in a compatible zoning classification and that the request was not consistent with the county's comprehensive plan.

The applicant, a local developer, had requested permission to build a four-story office building on the property. The building would have included retail space on the first floor and office space on the upper floors.

The commissioners said they would not approve the request because it would not fit into the surrounding area.

"The property is located in a rural area," Bish said. "It's not compatible with the area in which it is located." 

The applicant had appealed to the Legislature, which had passed a bill authorizing the building of the office building.

The bill was signed by the governor last week. The applicant had hoped to get the building up and running as soon as possible.

The commissioners said they would not approve the request because it would not fit into the surrounding area.

"The property is located in a rural area," Bish said. "It's not compatible with the area in which it is located." 
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Barbecue sauces add zest to chicken cookout

Chicken is near the top of the list of favorite meats, so barbecuers can make the most of it. Here's a recipe for a simple, bottled sauce that can be brushed on during the last half-hour of cooking and adds distinctive flavor to an old favorite.

Barbecue sauce

4 tablespoons prepared mustard
2 tablespoons ketchup
1 tablespoon catsup
1 teaspoon prepared horseradish
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1/2 teaspoon paprika
1/2 teaspoon powdered dry mustard
1/4 teaspoon hot sauce
1/4 teaspoon ground cloves
1/4 teaspoon allspice
1/8 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon dry mustard

Mix together and keep in a covered jar.
Volunteer Services names new officers

Mrs. Anna Neubert was elected chairman of Winona Volunteer Services at the annual meeting held at the First Baptist Church. Mrs. Neubert will serve one year in this capacity, after serving on the board of directors for the past three years. Mrs. Neubert is a member of the church and is a graduate of Winona State University.

The board of directors and a member of the Volunteer Services who is Lenovo's financial secretary, secretary of the volunteer services, and a member of the executive committee of the United Way of Winona.

The organization of Volunteer Services include the Executive Director, Volunteer Services/Inc., and the Board of Directors. Volunteer Services/Inc., it the national governing body for Volunteer Services, and is supported by the United Way of Winona.

CST students named to social science society

The College of Saint Teresa in Winona, MN, has named social science honor society members. The winners were chosen based on their academic achievements and their involvement in the college community.

Before You Buy... by Margaret Dana

Where is the liver?

Q: When buying a vegetable bush, how can we tell if it is a whole chives package? Is there an easy way to cut it open and see if it is whole?

A: The best way to tell if a vegetable bush is whole is by examining the stem. If the stem is thick and firm, it is likely a whole chives package.

THE IMPACT OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES

Volunteer Services has been in existence for 30 years. It has had a significant impact on the community, providing a wide range of services to those in need.

A review of the organization's activities over the past 30 years reveals a consistent focus on helping those in need. Volunteer Services has provided services such as food banks, clothing drives, and tutoring programs.

The impact of Volunteer Services has been significant, particularly in times of crisis. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Volunteer Services stepped up to provide essential services to those in need.

In conclusion, Volunteer Services has been a valuable resource in the community for 30 years. Its impact is evident in the many lives it has touched.

Marriage is the goal for Egyptian women

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — A growing number of Egyptian women are rejecting the idea of getting married to a man who is much older than them, a trend that is putting pressure on traditional marriage patterns. The study by the Social Research and Social Science Study Institute said that 70 percent of Egyptian women aged 15 to 49 prefer to remain single or to enter into a marriage with a partner who is of a similar age. Women are increasingly choosing to delay marriage, often because they want to focus on education or their careers. The same trend is observed among men, who are also choosing to delay marriage.

However, there are cultural and social barriers that prevent women from exercising their right to choose their own partners. These barriers include the pressure to marry early, the expectation of women to bear children, and the lack of legal protection for women who decide to stay single or delay marriage.

The study also found that women who are educated and have a higher income level are more likely to delay marriage or choose to remain single. These women are more likely to have a higher level of education and a better understanding of their rights as women.
Bucks draft
Gary Brokaw

BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) — The Milwaukee Bucks got a "hell of a pick" in the person of Maurice Lucas, a 6-foot-11 center from Regina of the Western Canada Junior Hockey League, when the team made its last selection in the first round of the National Basketball Association draft Tuesday. Including Lucas, 10 players were chosen by the Bucks and General Manager Bob Knight in the NBA draft.

Lucas was second on the team with 28 games for the Houston Rockets in the 1974-75 season. He scored 25 points and 18 rebounds in 55 minutes in the first two NBA games of his career against the Golden State Warriors and the Los Angeles Lakers.

"He's a very promising young player," Knight said. "He'll be a starter for us in the future." Lucas, who turned 20 today, was selected an "outstanding player," meaning the foremost departed classman who was allowed to be offered the draft by the club that he had made that year's All-Star team.

The Bucks also got 6-foot-6 forward Pete LoPresti, from Regina of the Western Canada Junior Hockey League, and 165-pound center Bob Hornstein of West Virginia University of the Southeastern Conference in the draft.

"The idea of the secret draft was to give the NHL teams a head start over the rest of the draft," Knight said from the Boston Garden. "It was available with the overage factor. A player was eligible to go to the draft and would have been picked if he'd been visible. That's why the first pick was a forward. But they rather not release any names."

Bucks pick 4 in secret draft

Roller, Mikan 6th-round pick

St. Paul, Minn. (AP) — Two players who have been in the same high school basketball class as the Dallas Mavericks' Earl Monroe, Tim Baum and other professional basketball stars, were in the third round of the National Basketball Association draft Tuesday.

Bob Roller, a 6-foot-2 forward from the University of Wisconsin, was selected by the Los Angeles Lakers. Mike Mikan, a 6-foot-8 center, was chosen by the Dallas Mavericks.

The idea of the secret draft was to give the NHL teams a head start over the rest of the draft. It was available with the overage factor. A player was eligible to go to the draft and would have been picked if he'd been visible. That's why the first pick was a forward. But they rather not release any names.
**Sports in brief**

Only player in the game to get a hit was Dave Otterson (19), and got Dave Otterson to hit a leadoff home run in the bottom of the first inning. Spring Grove scored what proved to be the game-winning run in the second inning on a hit by Hunter and defensive back Charlie Hall. Hall's two-run single in the fifth inning gave Spring Grove a 3-0 lead, and Spring Grove scored what proved to be the game-winning run in the second inning on a hit by Hunter and defensive back Charlie Hall. Hall's two-run single in the fifth inning gave Spring Grove a 3-0 lead.

**Bursitis**

As bursitis. Went surgery to correct a two-year-old ankle injury. Described as "a little extra good space." According to the National Auto Club, the most common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa.

**Golf Tournament**

In Charlotte, N.C. "I've been flipping a coin all-season and it keeps expected to get the call again." With Caledonia trailing, Caledonia, Spring Grove reach District U finisher. 1-6 . in-the bottom of the first inning. Spring Grove scored what proved to be the game-winning run in the second inning on a hit by Hunter and defensive back Charlie Hall. Hall's two-run single in the fifth inning gave Spring Grove a 3-0 lead, and Spring Grove scored what proved to be the game-winning run in the second inning on a hit by Hunter and defensive back Charlie Hall. Hall's two-run single in the fifth inning gave Spring Grove a 3-0 lead.

**Women's sports changes in Pennsylvania**

With two but in the third, UCLA owns an 11-5 state compared with Winona's 11-5 state. After McAuliffe's blast, UCLA owns an 11-5 state compared with Winona's 11-5 state. After McAuliffe's blast, UCLA owns an 11-5 state compared with Winona's 11-5 state. After McAuliffe's blast, UCLA owns an 11-5 state compared with Winona's 11-5 state.

**Norsemen open Dairyleague race with 3-2 win**

Norseman pitcher a three-hitter and drove in the tying run and the winning run with a two-run double in the bottom of the ninth inning. In opening Dairyleague action, the Norsemen defeated the Wisconsin Dairymen, 8-6, to open the season on a high note. The Norsemen used a pair of two-run doubles in the first and third innings to score their first run. The Norsemen used a pair of two-run doubles in the first and third innings to score their first run. The Norsemen used a pair of two-run doubles in the first and third innings to score their first run. The Norsemen used a pair of two-run doubles in the first and third innings to score their first run.

**Scoreboard**

**McAuliffe pulls trigger on Twins in 5th inning**

McAuliffe pulls trigger on Twins in 5th inning. The Twins pulled Charley, in the first five innings. The Twins pulled Charley, in the first five innings. The Twins pulled Charley, in the first five innings. The Twins pulled Charley, in the first five innings. The Twins pulled Charley, in the first five innings.

**Brewers down California 6-2**

The Brewers down California 6-2. The Brewers down California 6-2. The Brewers down California 6-2. The Brewers down California 6-2. The Brewers down California 6-2.

**Terry Kieffer, a Lake City, Minn. resident with a bursitis. Went surgery to correct a two-year-old ankle injury. Described as "a little extra good space." According to the National Auto Club, the most common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa. The least common space is the bursa.**
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SAUCER . . . .9 49¢

WITH BUNS AND ENTR'Y PURCHASE

DREAM WHIP
49¢

SAVE 40¢
WITH COUPON. LIMIT ONE COUPON. VALID THRU

STAYFREE PADS
99¢

SAVE 15¢
WITH COUPON. LIMIT ONE COUPON. VALID THRU

FESTIVAL
FESTIVAL
SHREDDED
SHREDDED
CHEESE
CHEESE

WITH COUPON. LIMIT ONE COUPON. VALID THRU

FOR USE IN THE INSTORE MUSICAL
CONTEST, JUNE 15, 1974.